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and [@Knuth1975]' --- Introduction {#sec: intro}
============ Graph transformations {#sec:trans}
===================== Transforming graph
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================================ ASP
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=============================== Graph
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Conclusion {#sec:conc} ==========
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the. 32 Bit|64 Bit.. Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis
Professional 2014,Q: How to extract the Content-Type:

text/html from a WebSocket request in Java? What I would
like to do: Connect to a WebSocket (non SSL) via Java Read
the Content-Type: text/html (because this is always what I

get in the last message read) Get the HTML of the page
behind the WebSocket I tried the following code but in the
end it just returns the HTML as a string. public static void

getHtmlOfPageBehindWebSocket(WebSocket webSocket) {
try { InputStream is = webSocket.getInputStream(); if (is!=

null) { BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(is)); String s = ""; while ((s =

br.readLine())!= null) { System.out.println(s); } } } catch
(Exception e) { e.printStackTrace(); } } I searched the web
a long time but all I could find were answers which did not

help
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